
Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies

of National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy

during the 10  th  -12  th     of March, 2011  

holds

the 6th Annual International Student Interdisciplinary Conference

“Philosophy: The New Generation.

Philosophies and Sciences”

 

 

The  relation  between philosophical  and scientific  fields  is  one of  the  central  issues  in 
philosophical discussions today. We should proceed from the well-known questions such as “Is 
philosophy  a  science?”  and  ”What  is  the  correlation  between  philosophy and  science?”  to 
differentiated analysis of interactions between separate philosophical currents and theories on the 
one  part,  and  separate  sciences  and  scientific  schools  on  the  other.  We  also 
should analyze different sciences with their inherent specific discourses of truth and falsity, rules 
and  logics  of  construction  of  theories,  and  methods  of  verification  and  falsification  of 
hypotheses.  The  ways  in  which  philosophers  use  and  integrate  into  their  theories  concepts, 
methods  and  facts  taken  from  different  sciences  (such  as  history,  physics,  mathematics, 
linguistics, anthropology etc) also are to be discussed.

In  other  words,  let  us  examine  the discourses  in  which  different  scientific  and 
philosophical concepts and hypotheses meet, mix, struggle and deal with one another, trying not 
to miss the specifics of dissemination of these concepts and hypotheses.

 

The following formats of discussions are planned:

·         breakup groups

·         panels

·         round tables



 

Undergraduate and postgraduate students are invited to take part in the discussions. The 
working languages are Ukrainian, English and Russian.

Taking part in conference requires two documents to be send. These are: theses of the 
report and participant’s form.

According to the results of the conference, a theses collection will be printed.

 

Theses  of  the  report  and  participant’s  form  (blank  form  see  below)  should  be  sent 
to orgkom@gmail.com (the word “conference” should be typed in the subject line) until 31th of 
January,  2011.  Theses  and  participant’s  form  are  to  be  called  “Surname_tezy.doc”  and 
“Surname_anketa.doc”  respectively.

 

Warning! A theses collection printed after the conference will only include theses of those 
who visited the conference and gave their reports. The organizing committee reserves the right of 
selection  and  editing  the  theses,  and  their  distribution  between  the  breakup  groups.  The 
collections  of  theses  will  be  sent  to  the  participants  during  a  month  after  the  conference. 
Bibliographic lists for the theses will not be printed.

 

The requirements for theses are as following:

1.      Languages: Ukrainian, English;

2.      Volume of text: up to 4000 symbols;

3.      Times New Roman type, line spacing: 1,5;

4.      The format of text: MS Word Document, extension: .doc;

5.      Margins: standard;

6.      Author’s name and surname should be written in the beginning of the 
document, as well as the report’s name;

7.      Theses and participant’s form are to be send as separate files;

8.      A bibliographic list is required.

 

Conference participant’s form

 



Name  and  surname  (full) 
_____________________________________________________________________________

Abiding  place  (where  a  theses  collection  is  to  be  sent) 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

[for undergraduate students] Educational institution’s name (full name and abbreviation), 
faculty/department,  year  of  study 
___________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

[for postgraduate students] Educational  institution’s name (full name and abbreviation), 
year  of  study,  department,  major 
____________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_ 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_

Report’s  name 
__________________________________________________________________________

The  sphere  of  research  interests 
_____________________________________________________________________________

Do  you  require  lodging  to  be  provided  to  you  for  the  time  of  conference? 
___________________

Contact  address  (where  the  invitation  card  is  to  be  sent) 
_________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_ 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_

e-mail 
________________________________________________________________________

Contact phone number _____________________________________________________

 

The participants’ fare is paid by the organisation which grants the academic trip.

Detailed  information  about  the managerial  problems (lodging,  official  theses  collection 
printing etc) will be given to the participants after the competitive selection of theses.

 

Our contacts:



orgkom  @  gmail  .  com  

Vadym Gudyma: +380 68 120 93 63

Pavlo Myronov: +380 93 468 90 05
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